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Exercise sheet 2

Tutorial (22.04.2013)

T4. Verify the following Lie derivative identities by using the Cartan’s formula for a k-form α, k = 1, 2, 3 in
R3:

a) LFvα = FLvα+ dF ∧ (vyα),

b) Lvdα = d (Lvα),
c) Lv (vyα) = vyLvα,

d) Lv (α ∧ β) = (Lvα) ∧ β + α ∧ Lvβ.

T5. Verify the following formulas:

a) vy (wyα) = −wy (vyα),

b) [v,w]yα = Lv (wyα)−wy (Lvα), for zero-forms (functions) and one-forms.

Homework (Deadline: 27.04.2013, 14:15)

H4. (10 points) Verify the exterior derivatives of these contraction formulas for the vector fields v = v · ∇ and
w = w · ∇ as well as the function F :

a) d (vyw · dx) = ∇ (v · w) · dx with dx := (dx1, dx2, dx3),

b) d (vyw · dS) = curl (w × v) · dS with dS := (dx2 ∧ dx3, dx3 ∧ dx1, dx1 ∧ dx2),
c) d

(
vyFd3x

)
= div (Fv) d3x with d3x := dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3.

Remark: Here, · denotes the scalar product and × denotes the vector product of R3.

H5. (10 points) Verify the following Lie derivative formulas:

a) Lv (w · dx) = (−v × curlw +∇ (v · w)) · dx,

b) Lv (w · dS) = (curl (w × v) + v divw) · dS,

c) Lv
(
Fd3x

)
= (divFv) d3x.

H6. (10 points) Verify the following formulas by using [v,w]yα = Lv (wyα)−wy (Lvα):

a) L[v,w]α = LvLwα− LwLvα,

b) L[u,[v,w]]α+ L[v,[w,u]]α+ L[w,[u,v]]α = 0.

Homework policy
Homework assignments are due weekly at the beginning of the Tutorial (Monday, 14:15). They have to be
turned in directly to the lecturer. No homework will be accepted after the deadline has passed.
Homework assignments can be to be solved in groups of two people.
To get the Übungsschein, you need to satisfactorily complete 60% of the homework assignments and to present
the solution of one homework exercise at the blackboard in the tutorial.


